Meanings of the Numbers
 from Numerology, The Power in Numbers
 by Ruth A. Drayer, Cyber Numbers™

1 = Courage and individuality

Positive side: The leader, the boss, the pioneer, the visionary.
Negative side: Bossy; dominant; know-it-all; poor listener.

2 = Peace and harmony

Positive side: The follower, the team person, the diplomat. Intuitive and sensitive.
Negative side: self-conscious; self-depreciating; timid; too occupied with detail.

3 = Joy and Creativity

Positive side: Gifted, lucky, imaginative, optimistic, good sense of humor.
Negative side: lack of direction; messy/cluttered, can talk away their dreams and accomplish nothing.

4 = Construction and organization

Positive side: Down-to-earth, practical, systematic.
Negative side: Stubborn, fixed opinions, exactness, lack of imagination.

5 = Freedom and expansion

Positive side: Good communicator, promoter, loves adventure.
Negative side: Restless, too many irons in the fire, afraid of commitment.

6 = Responsibility and relationships

Positive side: Devoted, service oriented, artistic.
Negative side: Co-Dependent, self-sacrificing, smothering.

7 = Wisdom and understanding

Positive side: Scientific, computer whiz, spiritual.
Negative side: Sarcastic, cynical; secretive.

8 = Balance and authority

Positive side: Successful, efficient, authority.
Negative side: Controlling, self-righteous, judgmental.

9 = Forgiveness and compassion

Positive side: Understanding, philosophical, dramatic, love of beauty.
Negative side: Depressed, possessive, moody, feels obligated to “save” the world.

 Master Numbers

In its own way, each number is a Master Number. However 2, 4, 6 and 8 have the potential to work harder and
raise to a higher vibration for doing good for the world. They also have the potential to do the opposite.
Somehow it's a matter of choice. Written 11/2, 22/4, 33/6 and 44/8, they are always noted. Even if the master
number disappears when added in with other numbers, it's still there exerting its influence.

11/2
Spiritual teachers, courageously demonstrating and teaching Earth students to each stand in their own
integrity, while being gentle and sensitive with themselves and each other.

22/4
Master builders, constructing a world that bends and gives, ending separation, and uniting everyone
into the common cause of peace.

33/6
Master healers, the grown-up child, playfully inspiring others into greater joy, creativity, and service.
Assisting us to be more responsible for our actions - on the personal level as well as the global level - and
bringing more light into the world.

44/8
Dedicated workers, healing and establishing a balanced world built on the solid foundation of God's law.
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